
JUST CLOUD IT: LEADING DIGITAL BUSINESS INNOVATION 
COMPANIES TEAM UP IN CLOUD CONSULTING JOINT 
VENTURE 
 
 
London (UK) / Stuttgart (Germany) - There is a new player in the European 
market for cloud consulting services: the two leading digital business 
innovation companies OpenCredo and mimacom have set up a joint venture 
that specializes in the provision of consulting services for cloud computing 
systems. This step allows the two companies to strengthen their longstanding 
cooperation and exploit common synergies. The name of the new joint 
venture reflects its objective of supporting business users from all industries 
find and successfully implement the right cloud solutions and systems: Just 
Cloud It!  
 
"Accelerate your journey to the cloud!"  
 
Just Cloud It is positioning itself as a leading cloud and PaaS solution provider 
on the multi-billion-dollar European market for cloud consulting. With their 
joint venture, Open Credo and mimacom will team up to tap into this market, 
which is largely driven by the general trend toward digital products and 
services. The importance of Just Cloud It for the corporate strategy of both 
companies is made clear by the joint venture’s management. It is jointly 
managed by Agim Emruli (CEO of mimacom) and Jonas Partner (CEO of 
OpenCredo).  
 
Joint venture provides customers with more options 
 
"By teaming up for Just Cloud It, we can offer our customers more industry-
specific know-how and a wider range of cloud and PaaS technologies to 
support their digital business strategies," says Agim Emruli, CEO of Just Cloud 
It. "Just Cloud It specializes in designing the right cloud strategy and selecting 
the best technologies for each customer. We are not bound to specific cloud 
vendors or products and always aim to find the perfect fit for each individual 
customer’s situation and requirements," adds Jonas Partner, Co-CEO of Just 
Cloud It. 
 
The market demands unbiased decision support and cloud solution advice 
 
Increasing complexity and changing framework conditions are increasing the 
market demand for independent and unbiased consulting services in the field 



of cloud solutions. Just Cloud It will leverage the competency of more than 30 
cloud experts across Europe to offer its services in the field of private, public 
and hybrid cloud solutions. The joint venture is based in Stuttgart and has 
already started its operations.  
 
To get all the latest news, information and updates visit: 
http://www.justcloudit.io  
 
 
About mimacom  
 
mimacom is a leading company in the field of digital business innovation, 
specialized in the banking, insurance, telecommunication and general 
industry sector. Since 1999, mimacom has been serving clients with digital 
strategy consulting and agile development of individual open source 
software solutions. mimacom`s more than 180 consultants, software 
architects, developers and specialists are present at worldwide locations 
across North America, Europe and Asia.  
 
 
About OpenCredo  
 
OpenCredo is a pragmatic hands-on software and devOps consultancy with a 
wealth of experience in open source technologies. Since 2009, OpenCredo 
has been helping clients align technical and business strategy with a focus on 
delivering meaningful, cohesive solutions, including repeatable processes 
that take advantage of leading edge technologies and approaches in 
software development and programmable infrastructure. 


